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Crystalline Oxides on Silicon: The First Five Monolayers
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The long-standing problem of growing a commensurate crystalline oxide interface with silicon
been solved. Alkaline earth and perovskite oxides can be grown in perfect registry on the (001)
of silicon, totally avoiding the amorphous silica phase that ordinarily forms when silicon is expose
an oxygen containing environment. The physics of the heteroepitaxy lies in establishing a sequ
transition that uniquely addresses the thermodynamics of a layer-by-layer energy minimization a
interface. A metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitor using SrTiO3 as an alternative to SiO2 yields the
extraordinary result ofteq , 10 Å. [S0031-9007(98)07238-X]

PACS numbers: 81.15.Hi, 73.40.Qv, 73.61.–r, 77.55.+ f
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Since the advent of the integrated circuit in 1959 and th
introduction of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capac
tors in the early 1960s, electronic technology has relied
silica sSiO2d as the gate dielectric in a field effect tran
sistor. However, silica-based transistor technology is a
proaching fundamental limits. Feature-size reduction a
the ever-demanding technology roadmaps have impos
scaling constraints on gate oxide thickness to the po
where excessive tunneling currents make transistor des
untenable; an alternative gate dielectric is needed [1].

While now it is especially clear, with SiO2 thicknesses
in the sub-50-Å regime, the argument for alternative gat
oxides is not new; it has been made from different perspe
tives for over 40 years [2–5]. Quite aside from the “phys
cal” thickness limits that tunneling currents make obviou
the amorphous SiO2 interface with silicon leaves dangling
bonds as electronic defects disrupting translational symm
try at the interface. An alternative crystalline gate oxid
would, in principle at least, uniquely maintain a one-to-on
correspondence between physical and electrical struct
preserving translational symmetry to atomic dimensions

Crystalline oxides on silicon (COS), simply by virtue o
their high dielectric constants, could fundamentally chan
the scaling laws for silicon-based transistor technolog
More importantly COS introduces the possibility for an
entirely new device physics based on utilization of th
anisotropic response of crystalline oxides grown comme
surately on a semiconductor. In this Letter, we report th
high dielectric constant alkaline earth and perovskite o
ides can be grown in perfect registry with silicon. Com
mensurate heteroepitaxy between the semiconductor a
the oxide is established via a sequenced transition th
uniquely addresses the thermodynamics of a layer-by-lay
energy minimization at the interface. The perfection of th
physical structure couples directly to the electrical stru
ture, and we thus obtain the unparalleled result of an equ
alent oxide thickness of less than10 Å in a MOS capacitor.

An equivalent oxide thicknessteq can be defined for a
MOS capacitor as

teq  ´0
´SiO2

sCyAdox
(1)
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in which ´SiO2 and´0 are the dielectric constants of silica
and the permittivity of free space.sCyAdox is the specific
capacitance of the MOS capacitor. Figure 1 shows a pl
of our data for specific capacitance against voltage for
150-Å-thick film of SrTiO3 on (001) Si. The capacitor
exhibits aCyA value of 40 tFyum2 at negative voltages
where the field is across the oxide. The interface tra
density, obtained from the frequency dependence of th
capacitance data, is sharply peaked at 0.11 eV above t
valence band with values that range from1010 cm2 to 6 3

1011 cm2. An analysis of this data suggests that the
interface registry is so perfect that the original silicon
surface step interactions can be identified as the interfa
trap states [6].

This is an unparalleled result for a MOS capacitor. In
what follows, we will describe the first five monolayers
of a structure transition from silicon to an ionic oxide.
The sequencing of these five monolayers stabilizes th
commensurate crystalline interface of a COS structure.

FIG. 1. Capacitance/voltage for a SrTiO3ySi capacitor. The
SrTiO3 is 150 Å thick, and withp-type silicon the capacitance
of the oxide is obtained with silicon in accumulation at negative
voltages.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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Figure 2 provides an overview of the heteroepitaxy a
oxide registry on (001) Si looking down Si[110]. Th
cross section in Fig. 2 was obtained usingZ-contrast
electron microscopy [7,8] to obtain a direct structu
image from a film grown 3 unit cells thick and the
overcovered with amorphous silicon. The structure [in
in the left; oxygen atoms are not shown] shows strontiu
ions in the simple perovskite SrTiO3, against silicon with
titanium ions in the perovskite cube center, one ro
up. The covalently bonded silicon atoms are shown
the dumbbell projection. This 3-unit-cell film will be
used to describe the details of the interface structure
subsequent discussions. The data in Fig. 1 were obta
by continuing growth on such a structure to150 Å total
thickness. Molecular beam epitaxy methods were u
to prepare the thin films [9]. Heteroepitaxy was obtain
by expressly considering the energetics of layer-by-la
stabilization.

Layer-by-layer interfacial energy minimization, as a he
eroepitaxy concept, was first introduced experimentally
McKeeet al. [10] in a study of heteropitaxy between MgO
and BaTiO3. This concept has recently been develop
computationally in a paper by Sayle, Catlow, and Per
[11]. In the original experimental study of the MgOy
BaTiO3 layering energetics, it was shown that comme
surate heteroepitaxy could be obtained only if interfac
electrostatics was satisfied in the layering sequence.
interfacial energetics of semiconductor/oxide systems
exactly analogous.

A number of reported attempts to grow oxide structur
on silicon have been made [12–15], but until now there h
been no definitive proof that a commensurate crystall
oxide-on-silicon interface could be obtained. While r
cent years have seen extensive studies of the synthes

FIG. 2(color). Z-contrast image of SrTiO3 on (001) silicon.
The epitaxy that is apparent iss001d SrTiO3 k s001d Si and
SrTiO3f110g k Sif100g. In the left side of the parallel image
is an inset model of the perovskite/silicon projection.
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layered compounds with examples in superconductiv
[16–18], giant magnetoresistance [19–21], and ferroele
tricity [22,23], there has been very little clarity regardin
the energetics of heteropitaxial stability at a semicondu
tor/oxide interface.

In an attempt to establish candidate materials for
oxide interface with silicon, Hubbard and Schlom [24
have examined the thermodynamics of binary oxides
every element in the period table. While their study was
phenomenological treatment which ignored any questi
of heteroepitaxy, they concluded that the alkaline ea
oxides would be thermodynamically stable against silico
as binary oxides, but were unable to identify any terna
oxides as a candidate. However, the SrTiO3ysilicon in-
terface shown in Fig. 2 is physical evidence that a terna
oxide in the perovskite class, at least, is stable against s
con. The basis for this stability lies in the context of met
oxide-dominant, 3-component phase equilibria [25].

The phase equilibria for a 3-component, metal-Si-O sy
tem can be considered to be metal oxide dominant or Si2
dominant. The “dominance” is based on the configurati
of stable tie lines between components of a 3-compon
phase diagram. While all of the transition metals in pero
skite oxides are SiO2 dominant, the thermodynamic data
[26] for the A-Si-O ternary systems show that all of th
alkaline earth metalsA form silicides and are metal-oxide
dominant. Therefore heteroepitaxial growth of oxides o
silicon cannot be simply initiated with the oxide layer. Th
total system energy for perovskite heteroepitaxy on silic
must include the stableASi2yAO interface. The silicide
layer at this interface can be as thin as 1 ML.

These ideas have been systematically tested w
molecular beam epitaxy methods. Starting from a r
constructed (001) Si surface and a growth temperature
850 ±C, exposure of the silicon surface to an alkaline ear
metal (for example, barium or strontium) leads to a seri
of submonolayer ordered structures. Figure 3 is a d
set taken from coverage-dependent, reflection high-ene
electron diffraction (RHEED) intensity oscillation of the
specular 0,0 rod at the Si[110] zone axis. The order
structure at 1

4 monolayer (ML) is a centereds4 3 2d
structure that is highly perfect and is commensurate w
silicon. It is stable on cooling to room temperature and r
heating. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data from th
surface shows it to be shifted in binding energy to a “sil
cide” electronic structure. As we will demonstrate, th
structure is not an adsorbed state but rather is acs4 3 2d
silicide in which the alkaline earth metal has replace
and displaced silicon atoms in the top surface. Unlik
the incommensurate, orthorhombic silicide that forms
the surface exposure is continued past 1 ML, this silici
is fully commensurate and thermodynamically stabl
and remains at the interface as part of the overgrowi
perovskite structure. High temperature is required f
its formation; this commensurate silicide structure wi
not form if alkaline earth metals are deposited at lo
temperatures on a reconstructed (001) Si and subseque
3015
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heated to a higher temperature. Understanding this step
the growth sequence is critical. This silicide layer is th
second monolayer in the COS interface having followe
the reconstructed oxide-frees2 3 1d silicon surface on
(001) Si.

The third, fourth, and fifth monolayers of the COS in
terface are all grown at200 ±C with oxygen being intro-
duced between the third and fourth layers. By coverin
the silicide with an alkaline earth metal to12 ML at low
temperatures, the critical step of oxygen introduction ca
be accomplished without perturbing the silicide layer. A
the third monolayer, oxygen in codeposition with strontium
forms SrO in thermodynamic equilibrium with the underly
ing silicon/silicide interface. While SrO will strain to the
3.84 Å f110g planar spacing of silicon, it can be alloyed
during growth with barium to obtain a perfectly strain fre
BaSrO. The final two layers in our five monolayer struc
ture are either repeats of the AO layers to form1 unit cell
of a NaCl-type oxide structure or the transition metal oxid
layer followed by another AO layer to form the perovskit
structure. This latter process was repeated to a total o
unit cells to obtain theZ-contrast image in Fig. 2.

The final part of this Letter is a description of the
cs4 3 2d silicide that is the key to the commensurate sta
bility of this COS structure on silicon. Figure 4 contain
two Z-contrast images of the 3-unit-cell perovskite/silico
interface looking down thek110l direction of silicon and
a plan view construction of the interface silicide registr
looking parallel to Si[001]. The two images labeled (a
and (b) are obtained from the same cross section but fro
positions along the interface that have relative displac
ments along thek001l surface normal that differ by odd
multiples of aSiy4. This allows orthogonal views of the
interface to be observed in domains separated by, for e
ample, a single-height surface step, a convenience that
result of the twofold rotation axis about Si[001].

FIG. 3. Submonolayer intensity oscillation as a function o
coverage. Upper center, RHEED pattern at [110] for1

4 ML,
rotated a few degrees off-asymuth; the specular spot fro
which the intensity modulation is observed is the larger of th
two spots at 0,0. Lower right, RHEED pattern just past 1 M
showing variants of orthorhombic BaSi2.
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From these images it is possible to construct the inte
face registry for the silicide layer between the perovski
and silicon. The analysis of the images is drawn in pla
view in the bottom panel of Fig. 4. From the RHEED dat
described in Fig. 3, the initial silicide growth develope
with a cs4 3 2d diffraction pattern, but it is not possible
to determine from RHEED alone whether that pattern

FIG. 4(color). Strontium silicide interface model as deduce
from Si[110] images assuming the SrSi2 composition. Panels
(a) and (b) areZ-contrast cross-sectional images that provid
orthogonal views of the interface. The bottom panel is
schematic plan view of the silicide—the arrowsa and b
identify the viewing direction of panels (a) and (b). Th
small arrows show thea4 f110g displacement of the silicide layer
relative to the silicon layer it replaces. A crystallographicall
equivalent variant of this silicide can be produced by a90±

rotation about Si[001].
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from an absorbate ordering or whether a surface silici
has formed. The thermodynamics argues for a silicide b
tween theAO plane of the perovskite and silicon.

In the plan view surface registry (the bottom panel o
Fig. 4), the direction labeled “a” reflects the direction
imaged in panel (a); “b” provides the orthogonal view
obtained from panel (b). It is apparent from this analys
that the silicide layer is indeed at the interface; the to
layer of the silicon truncation is dramatically reordered
Moreover, its symmetry iscs4 3 2d as was indicated in
the RHEED pattern in Fig. 3.

In panel (a) theZ contrast shows a “bright/dim”
sequence at the interface with double the silicon period
ity. The model inset in the left of panel (a) and also i
the surface registry construction below panel (b) show
that this bright/dim sequence is due to the periodicity o
strontium in the silicide layer; every other atomic row i
occupied. By observing the90± rotation in panel (b), the
intensity sequence is now bright/bright; i.e., every row
occupied by strontium. These observations establish
cs4 3 2d symmetry of the interfacial silicide.

The k110l projections in panels (a) and (b) allow us
to fix the strontium/silicon ratio as 1 to 2 or 1 to 3
Occlusion of the silicon site between the strontium atom
in thea projection prevents a discrimination; the disilicide
would require that there be no silicon in the strontium row
parallel toa. The images unequivocally provide evidenc
that strontium atoms have substituted for silicon and th
silicide layer is displaced relative to the silicon lattice b
anay4f110g glide.

The interface is substantially different from simply an
absorbed surface ordering; a silicide structure has form
As stated in the thermodynamic discussion, the layer e
ergy minimization requires an alkaline earth silicide laye
between the alkaline earth oxide plane of the perovsk
oxide and the underlying silicon. The silicide reactio
and ordering presented in Fig. 3 is preserved after the s
sequent perovskite oxide is grown on silicon, as Fig.
clearly shows.

We have established that an energy minimization co
sistent with a layer-by-layer thermodynamic stability
argument is required for commensurate heteroepitaxy
develop at a semiconductor/oxide interface. This is th
first time that a crystalline oxide has been obtained as
monolithic, commensurate structure on silicon. Exper
mental measurements of the electrical properties of th
interface with a150 Å overgrowth of SrTiO3 show con-
clusively that alternative gate oxides are possible. A MO
capacitor with an equivalent oxide thickness of less tha
10 Å is obtained and clearly demonstrates that COS offe
the opportunity for a fundamental change in device physi
for semiconductor technology.
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